
üI,erati
st0]) °n — or median bar excision

—

might be
W'hjJi . V a kephalin coating to the catheter drain
T|1(. ? *'es within the wound at the prostatic orifice.
lew .^Phalin-coated catheters were prepared as fol-
Was ,'„ ,Very concentrated solution of kephalin in ether
ar_- e anc' smeared on the terminal 3 inches of a

er
J.V ;

Tjjj eri which is being revolved at the same time.

ter k £Uni coudé catheter, the tip and eye of the cathe-
I ljeinr *

DV -ill f

IVv'ng the solution of kephalin lo drop on the
ng left uncoated. This coating was best secured

,
c°;rt is about 1 to 2 mm. thick, and surrounds

is j|
' '"cter, as shown in the illustration. The catheter

i ¡j. n sterilized in a glass tube by steam in an auto-
i|1]s at a temperature of 120 C. for ten minutes. In
direct ^ a ,ar£c amount of kephalin is brought into

Th c,ontact with the cut surface at the vesical orifice.
U)C e '"jephalin lias been used in four "punch" cases,\\lle^heters being prepared as described above.
h;iv. ^as previously these patients had frequently to
in 0  °ts evacuated from the bladder, it was necessary
"tis ^ 0llc °^ the cases in which it was used, and in
ei)0l ?Sc the clot was very small, being only large
it c^

.
to plug the eye of the catheter. Though

resUlt n tr'cd in only a small group of cases, the
Plain Seern to be a striking improvement over the
iisCf| -0r 'odoform gauze which has been previously
is Hj] n a" of the perineal prostatectomies, and if one
in tlipXVec' to Jt-'dgc from four "punch" cases, the result
P_aCr¡Se. c*ses was still more striking, as there was

Witi ,y «o bleeding at all.
Say ;i

' s"ch results as these to report it seems well to
¡"tephal* °^ caution in regard to the method of usingittriçi11' ' believe, from the few times I have seen
to Sp

' '"•at if the gauze soaked with kephalin is used
the s_n ^C VV0l"uls, no good result is produced, since
'S pb,.,^0 takes away with it thc clot before the vessel
On ;i N^e'' In a like manner the smearing of kephalincisrrj YUlld to prevent bleeding is equally open to criti-
theoreti a*)»)ears to me that both of these methods are

^vi(|es Ca»ly and practically open to objection. The
Hjy* ead recommendation of such an application
tiseri rve to condemn a method which if properly¿r ?u'd be of very great benefit to surgery.
H_we]i i Hirschfelder, also following the work of
sl;tiic„ i as.t-ised in an experimental way thc same sub-
was -i )l't in a more impure form. He found that it

Sreat benefit in bleeding from bone.

 J.J CONCLUSIONS

1, t» -owing conclusions may be drawn:
2. -m »)lla»in causes a quicker and firmer clot,

filtro] I >aS muc*1 pressure in packing is required to
's usC(] lcniorrhage as when plain or iodo form gauze

•
^ Wl'-''(-'tit grnen t'le packs are removed, the clot is of suffi-

°ther ,,., !,'lcss to prevent bleeding. This is not true of
Co Packs.

TllllC^Se and" iby Dr' lln<jh H' YumcJ-—Active hemor-
Sl('Crablc i

w oozing, which together amount to con-

,lec°gnizP i°Ss °^ ^»ood in a few cases, have been a well
°i»iy. îj complication after all forms of prostatec-
>C s° Pia 'J,er'nea* prostatectomy the gauze packs can
S rare?e l"K'er visual guidance that this complica-a,Ùy ¡s y Causes any harm. Asa result, the mor-
s°'»ie ca.-1,11 'ess than suprapubic prostatectomy. In
P,ack*_{j '¡^ :s.* however, many strips of gauze tightly_1e V'eeclii ,caPs"'ar cavities were necessary to stoprticii];ir]1£* Ibis mass of gauze was objectionable

—y When time camp for its removal.

This new kephalin gauze is unquestionably of great
value ; the capsular Blèedihg ceases as a rule very
quickly after the insertion of a small amount of gauze,
and much less packing is required. The large single
retention catheter with a kephalin coating acts like
magic in thc median bar "punch" cases, and removes
the one objection to this simple, safe and satisfactory
operation.

THE FREEDOM OF THE MEDI-
CAL PRESS

EDWARD C. REGISTER, M.D.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

I have chosen a most serious theme, quite well realiz-
ing that, far more than we dream, we are making his-
tory in our deliberations. The subject may sound
somewhat strange. To many of us, the freedom of
the press is an accomplished fact, and we listen to
the term as one listens to the battle-cry of some ancient
age. It is, therefore, not an easy subject to discuss,
for two reasons. First, as I have said, we are very
prone to take for granted that the freedom of the
press is one of the fundamental liberties that were

wrought out and won by the heroic endeavors of our
fathers, and that it is a fixed and immutable heritage
of us, their sons, and as changeless as the process of
the stars. The second reason for the difficulty of my
theme is that unconsciously we think of the freedom
which is ours, either political, industrial or religious,
as a right that can be destroyed only by governmental
tyranny, and wc console ourselves that the freedom of
thc press has no enemy. But I remind you of the
words of a great patriot, that "eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty." And the freedom of the press is
an essential part of that larger liberty of mankind
which has been thc object of the evolution of govern-
ment and of the people. So important did our fathers
consider the freedom of the press that many of our
states saw fit to write it into their constitutions, and
you are quite well aware that it forms a part of the
constitutional history of the older nations. We must
realize how essential to all liberty is the liberty of the
freedom of expression of ideas. I know of no greater
proof of the worth of the freedom of the press than
thc fact that military despotism even today must limit
that freedom among the warring nations, in order to
make military government possible.

But, you will inquire, in what way is the freedom of
the medical press endangered? Am I not uttering a
false alarm? Am I not calling to arms men when no

enemy threatens? Let us consider this matter deeply
and calmly. In the beginning of the consideration, let
me say in all justice to those who differ with us that
I do not say that any man, or company of men, is try-
ing to defeat that freedom of the press which we so

highly esteem. The men and the movements of which
I speqk would be, perhaps, the first to disclaim any
desire or purpose to put on the medical press a cen-

sorship which would practically destroy this freedom.
I say this in justice lo tíicm. Still, unconsciously those
things can be brought to pass which we come too late
to see are destructive of tbc best in our scientific life.
Let me give an illustration : The wind and rain of ages
covers the ancient Roman forum with a fine coating of
debris and dust. To no one generation was this

President's address, read before the American Medical Editor's
Association, New York, Oct. 25, 1916.
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process visible, but each generation and each country
added to the layer of dust until, in our modern age,
Byron stood and looked out on a wilderness that was
once the heart of Rome and saw the top of a single
shaft where once the pride and the pomp and the
beauty of Rome were centered. The sphinx will again
illustrate this process. But these are only two illus-
trations among many. It is in this gradual, and some-
times unconscious way that the best possessions of
mankind are lost. And it is my purpose to call your
attention to some of those things that seem, slowly and
unconsciously, to threaten the freedom of the medical
press.In my judgment, the greatest enemy of this free-
dom is the attempt on the part of some very good and
sincere men in our profession to put the medical press
officially and irrevocably under the medical organiza-
tions— the different state medical societies — and to
destroy beyond repair the privately owned and edited
journal. Let us scrutinize closely this movement. In
tlie first place, on account of the interlocking and
ramifying systems of medical associations, the offi-
cially owned and edited medical journal becomes a
unit, to such an extent that there will be, practically,
but one official medical journal in all our profession.
Just as the policies of all medical associations are com-

ing more and more to be controlled and directed by the
great parent American association, so all officially
owned medical journals must more and more come
under the dominance and powerful influence of the
central journal. Surely he is blind who cannot see

this evolution. One compact and all-inclusive organ
will be as necessary for the official journals as it is for
the official associations. What will be the result of
this? That the entire medical press, if the privately
owned journal is whipped from the field, will be under
the management and direction of what will practically
be a central board of censorship. This is precisely
that condition of the secular or political press against
which English and American democracy struggled
i In (High long generations.

We find a perfect parallel of this development in the
industrial world. So powerful and so compact did
industrial organizations become that America awak-
ened to find that large communities of workers had
been reduced to a point of industrial serfdom, and
thai thousands on thousands of the honest toilers of
our land lived and moved at the command of some

single great central organization. I would not have
you understand that, in my opinion, this movement was

without its beneficial aspects. I am trying only to point
out that powerful and unified organization tends, at
least, to destroy individual freedom both in thought
and in policy. So much does it tend in this direction
that the greatest statesmen of our day have given
themselves to the hard task of saving industrial liberty
out of the hands of the predatory trusts without
destroying the efficiency of commerce.

It is precisely this possibility to which I call your
attention in the present-day movement among medical
associations. Compact and powerful organization is
a thing to be desired, for many reasons ; but we need
to be eternally on our guard lest we lose more than
we gain. Let us be very specific for a moment. Let
us suppose that all medical journals are brought under
the official control of medical organizations, and that
those organizations are more and more closely united
and compact. Who will be the dictator of the editorial
policies of the medical press? It is not difficult to

answer this question. There could be found no >° ^association or local journal that would have the P°"a
to resist the influence and control of a great ce'i '

press without a great deal of timidity or without Je ».|>i___ iviuiuuL cl ^ivcii _i_txi _i iiiiiniii\ _ii nil"«'- * -c

ardizing his relations to the great central medical Pj t
1
ie

policies of every state medical society. As I have S
l-.í_-Crt*.-_ T _.,,_—».

_.

t 1... * _ _...l.l _,__._,_-. 11.. 1-1 o Vf. "

_

ll'Vll'-'«li, 111. 1 \__C_ llUll. f~\J HIV glV.Ul V V llllill lll.U'—- i nf

Even now, our great central association and our g»
medical association journal dictate the policies of ev . e
state medical journal and possibly two thirds of .j
before, I repeat that we would, practically, have
one medical journal in America ; there would, Vra.\¿cally, be but one expression of opinion, and that *'
be the opinion of the few in control of the great ce

Irai association and its journal. For some reasons* t

might not be a bad thing. Monarchy has its str°Jg
features ; but to quote an illustrious statesman, .

.

man is great or good enough to control the express!0 ,

of opinion of a great profession such as ours." r
To those of you who may be doubtful wbether

not we are threatened by any such thing, I would s Y
examine the condition of the public press in I**usSf5iSee how it is controlled by a central board of cens" -^
and you will quite fully realize how little liberty
possible under such conditions. The Russian bure' j

cracy is too well known to need description here, a

it is almost unnecessary that I should say that m

.profession of medical editorship we want no bure' ,,
cracy; and our greatest defense against .ll .i^
calamity is to see clearly just in what direction
present tendencies in medical organizations and >" /
medical press are tending. .<e¿In the system of officially owned and contr°. r
medical journals there is far too fruitful a field t
the medical politician. It is a well known fact
the medical associations, as every other associa
known to man, is often dominated by a political c^.hecertainly so far as the distribution of honor and
places of power are concerned. This is always
where individual ambition and success depend \

largely on the publicity which can be obtained thro 8 •

the press. This condition makes it possible that s
selection of an editor for such an organ is not aJNV' ¡|1
on the basis of merit. With your permission, 1 ..^
declare it as my belief that the freedom of the nl nd
press is greatly hampered when an editor must dcp .;

for his election, or his reelection, on a majority vo»
the medical association, or when his journal musts c

ceed or fail according to the pleasure or displeasur
the society politician. ,-i0t

In addition to this, the control of the medical efl ¡n
of the official organ involves a too frequent chang t
editors. No one knows better than we how l0Ilti;:1¡eiitbe the training of the man who becomes an e"1;Carydirector of a medical publication. Long and \v a))(j
years in apprenticeship, disappointments, strtiggleS '

.„
work must be the discipline of him who seeks to v ^
efficient spokesman and publisher in the interest o he
world's most vital profession. This training cant»0 ^c
had, in the nature of things, when the editor nn»s .f
changed with the changing official life and contro .

the association. From the standpoint of mere ^ciency, the selection of an editor must depend ol1 0d
merit and not on those qualities of popularity and g j
fellowship which so often secure for a man favor .(
votes. In the years of the centuries that are !?one in-

dependence of a publisher or editor on sonic »»
,.

arch's whim, or worse still, the whim of some •' Ï.
arch's favorite, was precisely the condition that
the freedom of the press impossible.
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Hot do'1,' an officially owned journal has a life that is
cially ')Cndcnt on thc value of its product. It is offi-
»ippro "Pported and can exist independent of popular
liinitç¡ir or disapproval, a condition that has always
und s j '''"Çedom in the exercise of popular judgment
cliai-p. ir^tion. This is precisely why it is possible to
In r.n] 4 dollars for a journal worth about 80 cents.
Hals ' y to this charge that we editors of private jotir-
cia] j .c Selling medical literature that has a commer-
tliat th ^ a'30ut it, it is very easy for us to rejoin
that ¡seir.system enables them to sell medical literature
Can s ,.w.'tbout commercial value. The official organ
iii(lCp 'ts produce by force of organization. The
fo.co .1 nt medical journal must obtain a market by
, ^&,erit'°,nIy-.

'-'lea •

to tne '"cd'cal association journal, it must
«ion thaf • ,very one w'10 »s familiar with the qucs-
')r°fess It: 's not *°r tne ,;iest '"terest of the medical
"als to i°U ^01 medical associations and medical jour-I have 1° mianc'ally and politically too closely related.
""fluent" ,°Wn the whim or capricious desire of one
to l0s ,a' '»tan in a medical society to cause good men

''K'djc , .
"" official position. This cannot be when a

?bout i ^0l"nal 's independent. The editor can go
" •.fiici ls taSl< unafraid of all things save his own
;t c<w *^' and can be true to his own ideals without
'.easur"l,a"y haunting fear of incurring the dis-
t'°". th ° sonic powerful clique and losing bis posi-
savc ,. lr°l'Rh the failure to do the bidding of aught11£?*5 truth.
Ilestjrj v a,; no cultured, professional gentleman will
ül* the 1C statement that lack of competition is one

'tiptj0 Sl""est roads to tyranny and injustice and cor-
to re...' One needs but to look on the industrial world
gates'- Zc tne truth of my statement. Our wisest
"i tHanvn continnally remind us that competition is
t'oin '. Ways essential to industrial success and free-
lle] ea ;

f'is point, it behooves us to bc most serious
cal j0u. * I'1 the plan of the officially owned medi-
cate lla.l there is no place for competition. One
'"'otlie,-ca' society journal cannot compete witli
'° diffe'. ;ind certainly it would not be wise for them
"' t-'die-i* -In °PÎnion or policy with the great national
fair anV°U*n-la1' And who wil1 clcny thal lack of :i

1'ist as spirited contest in the field of journalism is
'"dust.,. Cstructive of freedom as it is in the field of
Ml'ch \»

°r °^ government or in any other calling in
Again6Tmight be '»teresled?

lhis syst' ca»* attention to another serious menace in
f,'eedonieni-°f officially owned medical journals. The

• l"n wl any Press depends largely on the open
t'0" of i lls columns furnish for thc free expres-

tlie svl0nest 0Pin'on a"d totally without prejudice.
11;'ls, th* ^ °f privately owned and competing jour-
iln txPrerC*1S *'le broadest possible opening for such
^'utiall Ss'01» °^ niedical opinion; but in a system of

eeonieo|*0]v.11(x* an-(1 controlled journals what will
'] few 1Tl

"-"'s open'forum? It will lie in the power of
Ae Wlio^",: a"d often of one man, in all this nation to
• 'erica, tu -Ka'n entrance to the columns of the
,0"s sliáij i *.'cal Association journal and what opin-óte me,)- c, k''ven expression there. The editor of a

allere * society journal also has this power.
*);'Pcr ¡s ls, "o appeal in this circumstance. If his
lln'st fiiup "sed by his state medical society editor, it
f°Ur attent* Way to tne waste basl<et* * "ced not call
i act«callv t0 tlle iact tliat sucl1 a condition would
ll0r_]y

_

y »lake the freedom of medical opinionNord having no reality or respectability, and

each of us would be compelled to sue at thc feet of
some central board or of some sanctified individual to
be allowed to give expression to our medical opinion,
or to give publicity to a remedy, an apparatus, a fix-
ture, or a machine which we had found to be of value
to mankind.

Let us turn now to consider those elements of the
privately owned journals which seem to offer the best
guarantee for freedom and efficiency in the medical
press. In the first place, its financial and professional
success depend wholly on its ability to meet the need
of the profession. Its excellence and its real scien-
tific value to thc medical world are its only assets.
It has no artificial subscription list. No physician
is allowed to purchase it, and its management is forced
to give an adequate return for its subscription price
and to gain subscribers through its ability to serve.
To put the matter squarely, it must win its life through
service, and service not only to the whole profession
but also to mankind. It cannot, therefore, be unmind-
ful to the voice of the profession, nor can it ignore
a democratic expression of opinion. Quite a little bit
of our therapeutic knowledge has been derived from
quacks and irregulars.

Again, medical journalism may well learn the les-
sons of the broader journalism of the world of which
it is a part. In this broader journalism, it is the free
and privately owned periodicals which have come to
the place of greatest power. The London Times,
the New York Evening Post, the Outlook and many
others arc an illustration of the excellence of inde-
pendent journalism. In comparison with these great
newspapers where stands your political organ? It is
very easy for one to see that the independent secular
press is growing in power and prestige, and the offi-
cially owned organ is becoming less and less in the
world of politics.

The privately owned medical journal is without the
¡lower to oppress. By the process of competition, of
which I have spoken, the medical public has its remedy.
1 f it should enter into the purpose of the editor of a

private medical journal to be dictatorial, unfair, to
shut his columns to those in whom he has no personal
interest, or to make of his journal a means for the
attainment of his own selfish purposes or ambitions, or
to lend its powerful influence to those ideas or reme-
dies which are either untrue or fraudulent, he would
find himself without a constituency and the medical
profession turning to some other journal for enlight-
enment and medical literature. It is this law of com-
petition which forces men in all departments and
activities of life to seek to render honest and efficient
service, and it is precisely this competition which the
official medical journal would not have, and this lack,
as I have pointed out, would become a great menace to
medical journalism.

Again, if we may be allowed to adopt the standard
set by mankind's wisest spirit, and judge the tree by
the fruits thereof, I make the unhesitating claim tbat
the wisdom of the system of privately edited jour-
nalism is established beyond all question of cavil. He
would be a bold man, indeed, who would dare to give
aught but praise lo the great journals of Europe and
America that through the centuries have won to hon-
orable leadership in the world of thc medical press and
to places of power and influence in all the journalism
of the world. The reading of their names sounds like
an honor roll : I have in mind the London Lancet, the
Edinburgh Medical Journal, the Glasgow Medical
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Journal, the Dublin Journal of Medical Science,
the London Medical Times, the Liverpool Mcdico-
Chirurgical Journal, and in our own country the
Medical Record, the New York Medical Journal, the
American Journal of the Medical Sciences, and others.

They have not been backed by official organizations.
They won their places of distinction by excellence and
efficiency, and as long as there is a medical profession,
so long will honorable mention be given to these jour-
nals and their editors. Judging, then, the tree by its
fruit, are we not abundantly justified in claiming for
the tree, the privately controlled medical journals, not
only strength and golden fruit, but a green immor-
tality?

I am well aware that this debate really centers itself
in the question of the censorship of advertisements. It
is very boldly claimed by those who favor official
medical journals that it would thus be possible for the
medical profession most easily to censor the advertis-
ing columns and to defend the profession and the
public from medicines and prescriptions that are novel,
untried and dangerous. In point of fact, we all know
that this is the storm center of the discussion with
reference to the medical press. Now, just what is the
truth in reference to this question? In discussing it,
let us try to rid ourselves, as far as possible, of all
prejudgment, self-interest or desire save for the good
of our ancient and honorable work. Let me say that
the nation-wide movement for pure advertising that
lias become such a distinct characteristic of present-
day journalism began in, and was fought most ener-

getically by privately owned, weekly and monthly
medical periodicals. I cannot find that a single politi-
cal, official organ raised its voice in favor of the war

against quack advertising and impure foods until the
fight had, practically, been won by the independent
journals. This fact alone should close the mouth of
those who contend that a free, independent journal of
any kind is incapable of purifying its advertising
columns.

In the second place, the most powerful incentive to
the medical journal to defend the public and the pro-
fession from unsafe and untried remedies is its depen-
dence on the respect and good will of the men of the
medical profession. It has no other support. It can-

not hope to gain subscriptions by mere official stand-
ing. It is compelled to appeal to the sane, righteous
judgment of the highly trained physicians and surr

geons who form its constituency. And I venture to
make the statement that there is not a journal repre-
sented here so powerful or so rich that it could con-

tinue to exist if it dared to sell its advertising space
merely to the highest bidder. If the official organ is
censored by the central Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry, the independent journal is censored by the
wide medical profession. And, who is the best judge
after all, of the therapeutic value of medicine: a board
of expert chemists, or a trained practicing physician
or surgeon? I think there can be but one answer to
this question. The methods of the Council on Phar-
macy and Chemistry of the American Medical Asso-
ciation have accomplished a great deal of good, and,
no doubt, they will continue to accomplish good. There
are many reasons, however, for intelligent physicians,
physicians whose integrity is beyond reproach, whose
training and judgment are unquestioned, to conclude,
after deliberation, experience and investigation, that
many proprietary remedies of unquestionable value
have been condemned by the Council. We indulge

in discussions in every other interest of life, in eV
other department of our science, in every ° -,
branch of our professional work, and why is it a'11.*
for us to differ with the opinion of the member"5
this great council on pharmacy ? Why should not
members of this great association discuss every P1!'',
of our professional work to the end that our sC"i'„'?
may promote, with utmost fidelity, this vital f1"1^!,^In the matter of advertising, the members of _jj
association follow the practice and high precedents
all the great English and Oriental medical jot»rI**j
We have tried to imitate their work, their policies  

the methods of the administration of their great B> .

We have always been, and are now, in Perr,,y.accord with them in every honest and useful V» „

And the association of men of such distinguished sp
is, I boldly claim, the best censorship, not only (,
advertising but also on every other policy of our i0^,
nais that could be obtained. A member of this *s .

dation may not be censored by the Council. .

Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American Me 1(1
Association, but his work is censored by the grca' '

,

noble men in whose company he labors and to * V ,lt
association he belongs. He would do nothing ^would lower the high standard that has been se •

the best of English and American journals. A" .j.
for one, am quite convinced that this is the most P ^
fying and restraining process to which editors cat .

subjected. Just one other word on this point : 1 ,.0
cmnly warn the medical profession against putting t

thc hands of a few men, however good or how
distinguished they may be, the power that must, ß _„
sarily, be in the hands of an official counci ^
pharmacy and chemistry. In saying this, I reflec „t
no person. So far as I know, there is no Pre jj
isolated or specific cause for complaint. Still, be
a danger we should acknowledge, watch and fear- »

Again, I dare to warn the medical profession ^''„c
a bureaucracy that would make possible in the )r.-
a condition that might bring shame to our whole 1, t
fession. There are instances in history that ".Je-
well cause us to think deeply at this point. Mi '0n
boards that have had in their hands the passu»g.^
the supplies of ammunition on which their ° <*

depended have sometimes been known to be untr ¿
their trust and to be influenced in their purchases « t
in their selection of munitions of war by motives _{
did not spring from patriotism. Such is the dang ,j 3

putting too great power in the hands of too s"1. jti
committee of men. Again, reasserting that tins _f
no way understood to be a reflection on any n:a-0r,'5
men in the present organization, I call the proies**3•„
attention to this element of danger that might art
the years to come. . .ji

If the freedom of the press has been a th"1^^
value to the world, if it has been worth the pr»ce .¡c-jl
mankind has paid, then the freedom of the 0»e ^
press is, perhaps, the most valuable element 1° ,¡C>1
independence, for precisely the reason that the to .flj
press carries more of the real weal or woe of ma y.1'
than any other present-day agent of publicity- lt¡-
will, no doubt, agree with me in expressing the ^
ment that the freedom of all other newspaper ^j-j)periodicals, of every kind and name, could be los ^j
less evil effect on mankind than that which ,jcjl
follow the destruction of the freedom of the n»

press. jet U5
That we may know the value of our freedonb ^/e

think a moment of the vital nature of our work- ..
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form a ftioiis ,vrum for the open discussion of those ques-
aii(j •.""ich vitally affect the physical weal of man,
lisliçj ls through this discussion that truth is estab-
is ,,0.', »tie reason for the great value of discussion
''Ratio ar to see'c* ^l'e v'ew. the theory or the inves-
!';'ble / ° an individual or a minor group of men is
iiivCS(j ° niany errors, arising from their inability to
every ^a'e a*' conditions from every angle and from
open' r^0ln.t of view. It is only when the subject is
^'orlrj.0^ ^'seission through thc medical press and the
''itic* Wide profession, and the powerful and acute
to*]j- n,s °f the learned and scientific men are brought
^tiiic. °n ¡t' tliat trulh is nnaHy established. Our
able i

°n P'tarmacy and Chemistry is not approach-
Hon] 's niemliers are as secluded as the pope of
'liscils', ~o you think for a minute that they would
<liSci].'. their-opinions with you? We cannot meet for
Cal ass 1°*1 .xcePt rarely and in small groups in medi-
hiri1is|0e,:'t'ons, but in the medical press a platform is
V(rs;(| I*''* for the expression of opinions of the uni-
great -

" ol*lci"hood of physicians and surgeons. Too
v'iliie '

.

c!'1Pl'asis cannot be laid, therefore, on the
the 111C|.

0Ur great brotherhood of medicine, and of
freCr| ca' Prcss- To hush its voice or to hamper its
¡ill |.¡ ^ Would be all but a crime, to all men and to

l(|i'tli vle medical journal furnishes an instrument
'¡al the

to iu distribution of knowledge, which is essen-

s'oii ). lc Progress not merely of our beloved profes-Hef0r also of the physical welfare of the world.
rea_hp i .c'ay 0I medical publications, discoveries
;ui(| , ffie individual practitioner through a very long
'lot pi°W criai»nel. He rarely received help that was

"iodCnVcn to him by his medical faculty. But the
'l few ,lllet''cal publication gives wings to truth. In
fîiftçd sll0l't weeks a valuable idea or discovery of a

'iOspjtJ1.°'ar, or an operator in his laboratory, in his
'•lid .,,' j '" his operating room, or by the bedside, is
'¡tie 0r

lc ^°et of the practitioner far out on the firing
Co,rtPell °Ur Profession, and weary thousands are not
death  

to wa't i'1 suffering and in thc shadow of
'hem th U new generation of physicians shall bring
( .)er-ltrile, ''eniedy which the modern scholar and the

The
_

lVC Perfected.'' 'ive tertl a' J(n"'"al also forms a process of what I
*his ter"10''' P'eviot-'sly- intellectual confluence. Byl''ü"Rhtni * mean a bringing together of all the
•^tfisco °^* a" ideas, of all the practices, and all
Voir 0'f ?veries of all the physicians into a central reser-

J''Ur'i;il ?°Wtedge from which flows back through the
r_.ted , i.tne whole profession that knowledge cor-

Üi 8 fin U';iU'(* antj certain. We cannot oversticss
a,I«S ¡Jj 0n. °f 'he medical journal. Through it

Ci»l kn ° this reservoir the healing waters of liiedi-
fhose \v;,'t .lgc fr°m all the world, and sends forth
''ted c ei's circulating even through small and iso-
lât ""»unities to bless mankind.

°1"" Wni-i0 spcal< of another of the vital features of
'°t yet f

' ncrc 's always a knowledge which has
î'f todav°Un,(1 its way mto books. It is this knowledge

10rro\v Wv W be foun(l in the textbooks of
Ntisrj) j

' ,^ou will not find the last word of prag-
"Hes Xv\

le written works of the great Professor
hl.n C° .°ined tllc tcrm* The world of thinking
h ' a'Kl .1 va'uablc additions to his great philoso-1;il»s, f0l. Ul°se additions will not be published, per-il'0''^ in 1-

a

.

c"eration. You will not find the last
Ut '" tocí-lW. '" tlle wr,tten textbooks of the lawyers,

' y s thinking of the men who will write the

books of tomorrow. It is so in the world of theology,
of medicine, and it is also true in the world of
sciences. Like the moisture in the air that has not yet
condensed into the healing rain, so is there knowledge
in the air, so to speak, that is not condensed into
books. The medical journal is precisely the expression
of that knowledge, and the reader of its pages will
find those things that will fill the textbooks of the next
few years. We, therefore, in a sense, furnish to the
world thc advanced galley sheets of the books that are
yet to be published. These first statements, or truths,
will become a part of the teaching of our medical
colleges in a decade.

We are the prophets of our profession. Pardon an
illustration : I stood once in a valley from which the
shadow of night had not yet flown. It was morning
twilight. Far exalted in the heavens the white brow
of Mount Everest had caught the first rays of the
rising sun and reflected them through the night in the
valley below. So the medical journal catches the first
light of a new truth and becomes, in a way, a prophet
or a searchlight of the oncoming day.

1 need not mention the valuable place which we fill
in making permanent the records of all medical facts,
discussions and discoveries. When we are dust and
our work is done, in the dusty files of our journals
mankind will possess for all time the deathless record
of the evolution of medical science. What is there
written cannot be lost, but will furnish forevermore
the material with which research and medical history
can work. This function of the medical journal is a

very sacred one. Sometimes we may not quite appre-
ciate its greatness, its value or its advantage. All
literature is, in a sense, the preservation of the
thoughts of all men for the use of every man. Libra-
ries are the conserved minds of the great poets, painters-
and prophets of the earth. It is through the process
of publication that we arc able to think the thoughts of
Socrates, paint with Rubens, sing with Wagner, build
empires with Richelieu and become Americans with
Washington. Such is also the function of our jour-
nals, to gather and to preserve for all time the
thoughts, discoveries and ideas of the master seers and
builders in the medical profession.

Contemplating thc greatness of our work and the
greater dependence of the world on the perpetuity and
excellence of our contribution to mankind, I say that
we should pay any price to prevent the hampering or
the limitation of the freedom of the medical press.
Lose every other freedom first. And to this contest
for freedom wc have a right to bring all the enthusiasm
and the sense of consecration that have characterized
the men of other ages who have sought to win the
largest liberties for thc human race. With this pur-
pose wc will work, to this ideal we will hold and those
lofty principles wc will keep in mind, feeling confident
that it is a battle in which we must win at last.

In conclusion, suffer a personal word. I have
spoken in deep seriousness. Only after long delib-
eration and consultation could I gain my own consent
to give open expression to my fears. I beg you lo
believe that in so doing I am actuated neither by per-
sonal ambition nor the possibility of material reward.
With your extreme indulgence I will dare to be per-
sonal enough to say that I have reached those years
when the work of my hands is established. Changes
cannot easily affect that work now. The contest of the
future we who are older must leave to younger men.
And conscious that I am, in a sense, voicing an official
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valedictory, speaking not for myself but for the whole
brotherhood of physicians and surgeons, not for my
good but for the good of all the generations yet unborn,
not for my own little life but for the limitless life of
mankind, I shall urge you to preserve in its purity the
right of open and free expression of medical opinion,
and hand on to the generations yet to be the fine and
high traditions of our profession, which have been
given to us by the fathers.

DOUBLE FEMORAL HERNIA IN A MAN
Leopold Mitchell, M.D., Schofield Barracks, H. I.

Captain, Medical Corps, United States Army

W. L., colored soldier, aged 31, eight years since in the
United States Army, and at present a cook in the Quarter-
master Corps, about eighteen months before coming under
observation noted a small swelling in the left groin which
gave him some pain. The swelling was not constant, and he
noted that by applying pressure it could be made to disappear.
As the swelling persisted over a period of months, gradually
showing a tendency to become larger, and as the attacks of
pain became more marked, he reported at sick call for treat-
ment, the diagnosis of femoral hernia was made, and the
soldier was admitted to the hospital for operation. This con-
sisted in high ligation of the sac, suture of the stump to the
abdominal wall, suture of the pectineal fascia to Poupart's
ligament, and closure of the skin. The patient made an

uneventful recovery.
During the first week that he was permitted to be up and

about, he reported that he had felt a sudden pain in the abdo-
men, similar in character to that preceding each appearance
of the hernia in the left groin, lie immediately investigated
the site and, failing to find anything in this region, turned
in the right groin, where he noted a swelling very much like
the former one on the opposite side, which disappeared on

hfs lying down. These facts were reported to the ward sur-
geon, and the patient was advised on the recurrence of this
tumor to report immediately to the first medical officer
available. The next afternoon he reported to the medical
(illicer of the day, who identified the tumor as a femoral
hernia. On being told that another operation was necessary,
he asked if an opening in the abdominal wall at the site of
the umbilicus could not be closed at the same time. He
stated that this defect in the abdominal wall had been present
since childhood, and that while nothing had ever come through
it, it pained him considerably when on long hikes. Examina-
tion disclosed a defect in the abdominal wall at the site of
the umbilicus sufficiently large to admit the tip of the thumb
readily, with no evidence of any protrusion of abdominal
contents. At operation no sac was found at the umbilical
opening, which was closed by overlapping the rectus sheath,
and the femoral hernia was treated as in the first operation.
The patient again made an uneventful recovery, and at pres-
ent is apparently cured.

The comparative rarity of this condition is believed suf-
ficient justification for the report of this case.

The Route of Investigation.—So much yet remains to be
done in the field of chemical pathology that we are sometimes
inclined to disparage past achievements. But these are not
inconsiderable. In edema, concretions, diabetes and other
conditions of acidosis, pathological variations in metabolism,
in fever, and in numerous other directions substantial gains
have been recorded. Uric acid has been found not guilty of
most of the offenses charged in the earlier indictments, and
part of the responsibility for gout must be borne by as com-

plete a chemical abstraction as taulomerism. But, by all odds,
the greatest progress in the field of pathology is the widening
recognition that in the future the important advances must
In made by the chemical rather than by the histological
mille.—!.. J. Desha, Science, September, 1916.

Therapeutics
DISTURBANCES OF THE KIDNEYS

(Continued from page 54V)

ACUTE CONGESTION OF THE KIDNEYS th«'Circulatory disturbances frequently occur m
. u

kidneys. With every acute infection, with every '• *t
rise of temperature, with every extreme chilli^S c

the body, and with every pathologic chill, the k»dn h
become more or less acutely congested. Chi»»"1» .ythe body will increase the amount of urine passed
raising.the general arterial tension, and, if this anl0-](»is large, it will be of low specific gravity. Lower

•of the general arterial tension, especially the sur  ,

tension, will diminish, the amount of urine passed, >\ ,{
usually raises its specific gravity. During the '»&
fever of all acute illnesses the amount of urine is a t

erally diminished; it is usually concentrated and
high specific gravity, and urates and phosphates " '

-|
be deposited on standing. It may contain album'1' *. ,

hyaline casts. Lumbar backache is associated wl ,•„£first stage of most acute infections, doubtless oW *j
to kidney congestion. There are occasional cases
hematuria without special local pathologic condit'0l''.e

During the increased metabolism of high fever, ^kidneys must do an additional amount of w° i¡s-eliminate the increased waste products, as in a .r
ease accompanied by high fever, much perspiratio'»»

.diarrhea, the amount of water excreted by the kidn /{is diminished, thus requiring a greater effort W
excretion of salts. Therefore it is a physiologic 'ieC
sity (unless some circulatory or stomach affection !'
vents) to give the patient a liberal amount of ^ m
during all feverish processes. If water cannot,
retained by the stomach, it should be introduced »

the colon. ce
If the skin is perspiring normally, the disturb^

of the kidneys is less than when the secretion fr0111. ¡,i
skin is abnormal; if the skin is dry or inflamed, * e
scarlet fever, and is excreting little or no water, 11

^is a strain on the kidneys. When the skin is affecte
scarlet fever, erysipelas, large burns or other infeC" ¡5
that interfere with its secretions, kidney irritât'01 .(|,
a concomitant factor. When the skin is covered * a

perspiration, particularly if it is cold and clammy
 

.

if there is depressed circulation or shock, k" ¡
excretion is generally diminished, and no treat»1 e
that does not improve the circulation and raise
blood pressure will be efficacious. .,e

When the patient is suffering with edema or a n
^general dropsy, less water should be imbibed, ano .f

treatment should be that of circulatory failure,
nephritis, according to the cause of the conc*'. 0)1iJf an enormous amount of liquid has been lost 1

the body, whether by profuse watery diarrhea, Pe gr
tent vomiting, diabetes mellitus, diabetes insipioüS'tj,{
severe hemorrhage, water must be introduced int0 ¡0<
tissues and circulation in the manner most efiectrv
the preservation of life. .. cySOrdinarily these acute congestions of the » *'. jii
quickly disappear, and the kidneys again fur»ctl0.*0ii
a normal manner. However, the cause of conge .^
may be greatly prolonged, as is the case in an crt\ ;i5
fever with serious inflammation of the skin, st'c j
scarlet fever. The irritation may then be Pr0 A^i"until acute nephritis results, as the germ or the ^
of the germ of scarlet fever may be an added 'rl ^.
to the weakened kidneys. In many acute gene'3
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